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ENSHIN Planer Head
PowerLock and Bore-Type



An uncoated edge wears out quickly. The blunt 
cutting edge tears out the grain and does not give
a satisfactory cut finish.

Advanced Material Technology (    MT) is an implantation 
into a substrate material. In case of planer knives 
it is applied to the rake face of a HSS substrate. 

    MT treated cutting edges stay very sharp for a very 
long time. Only little traces of wear in form of a 
chamfer on the back and small rounding on the face 
appear during the time of use.  

Every knife has two cutting edges in reversive design, which makes
the Enshin a very economical tooling solution. 

Knife quality HS-HP is high speed steel treated with     MT.  
   MT  provides up to 5 times longer edge life compared with regular 
HSS knives when planing soft woods.

Every knife has a chip breaker for finest surfaces even when cutting 
against the grain direction. 

HSS cutting edge after cutting 
1000m of Spruce

HS-HP cutting edge after cutting 
1000m of Spruce

   MT treated cutting edges stay sharper 
longer.

The pictures above show the pores of 
oak after a cutting path of 100m. 
The HSS cutting edge is already a little 
blunt and instead of cutting the pores 
cleanly, it compresses the fibers. 

   MT still cuts the pores cleanly, also 
when cutting against the grain.

HS-HP knives are for single use. No edge 
life loss after grinding, no  inconsistent 
cut quality but high process stability and 
trouble free working.

Tooling Cost Comparison 
Enshin HS-HP knives with 5 times longer edge life

Conventional throw away knives 
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Every cutting edge is finely lapped, 
which ensures perfect cutting results 
even when planing twisted grained 
timber.

For planing of hard and tropical timber, carbide knives(HW) provide 
excellent lifetimes in correlation with finest surfaces.



Unique and easy to handle 
centrifugal self-locking system 
accurately locks the knives in 
place.

Run out less than 0.04 mm. Surface finish is 
superior especially when used in conjunction 
with Power Lock-System.

Knife Grade                           Material                                         Regrinding

     HS-HP                            Soft woods                               Can not be reground

       HW 
                 Hard wood, Tropical wood                 0.7 mm at the back side

                              Engineered wooden materials          (grinding fixture available)

Due to the knife features, all heads are suitable to cut hard as well as soft woods. 
Different hook angles for different materials are not required.

Tap the wedge gently Turn the safety stopper ring Slide out the knife

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

Direction of Rotation

Turn over knife
with chip breaker
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Wedge
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PowerLock ENSHIN is a mono-block tooling in steel for highest 
rigidity, excellent runout, longest use life and tested for RPM of up 
to 12500/min-1. 

Bore-type ENSHIN is made of Aluminum for light weight, but with 
high durability and longest use life.

Closed round shaped body ensures a quiet work environment.
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